Tax and Corporate Social Responsibility

(6 ECTS, Spezielles Vertieftungsgebiet Betriebswirtschaftliche Steuerlehre 2, BWL-MSc-SL-M06)
Professor Kerry K. Inger (Auburn University)

Lecturer:

Professor Kerry Inger is the Harbert College Advisory Council Associate Professor and has won multiple teaching awards. She taught several tax classes outside the United States.

Timetable

- Monday, April 17, 2023, 14:30h – 17:30h: Introduction to CSR and CSR Reporting
- Friday, April 21, 2023, 14:30h – 17:30h: CSR Issues Specific to Tax
- Friday, April 28, 2023, 14:30h – 17:30h: CSR reporting case study
- Monday, May 8, 2023, 14:30h – 17:30h: Reputational costs and Tax case study
- Monday, May 22, 2023, 14:30h – 17:30h: CSR specific to Audit
- Monday, May 29, 2023: Submission deadline seminar papers: 12:00h
- Wednesday, May 31, 2023, 14:30h – 17:30h: Case study with Auburn University students
- Friday, June 2, 2023: 9:00 – 17:00h: Presentations (in person)
- Date to be determined: Virtual panel of sustainability professionals (asynchronous if unavailable)

General notes:

- The lecture will be organized via Zoom (except Presentations)
- The course language is English.
- **Grading**: Seminar paper (12 pages) + short presentation
- **Registration**: via E-Mail (sekretariat.steuerlehre@wiwi.uni-regensburg.de)